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Abstract
Language is most effective medium of expression of knowledge, feelings, thoughts, ideas and
innovations. It would be more appropriate to say that effective use of English language has become
inseparable part of any profession to achieve a success and engineering is also not exception for that. In
last decade, technical education has been provided throughout several institutions and most of them are
situated in rural area. Thus, effective teaching of English, communication and other soft skills is must to
make students more competent and employable. To inculcate LSRW skills among engineering students is
challenging task as they carry bulky load of other technical subjects during a course. Engineering students
particularly from rural background find it very difficult to communicate in English during lectures,
practical and also to present their knowledge at the time of examination. In modern world, the work
culture of industries has been changed due to globalization and competition. To get employed,
engineering students are required to possess soft skills along with technical knowledge. Hence, to
inculcate language and soft skills among engineering students is challenging task which needs the use of
innovative techniques of teaching and other corrective measures.
This paper attempts to analyze the current scenario and find answer to the following questions:






Why engineering students from rural background lack confidence while using English language?
Which corrective measures should be taken to make them confident and fluent speaker of
English?
What are the roles of universities, educational boards, institutes, teachers and students?
How to teach and train engineering students from rural background more effectively?
How can we together change the scenario?

The paper highlights problems of students lacking in communication ability, presentation skills and right
type of attitude and also provides an essential corrective measures.
The paper is divided into three parts. Part one deals with comparative study of various universities
syllabus of English, Business English, Communication and Soft skills. It would also analyze an effect of
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syllabus structure and its weightage in acquisition of language skills. Part two deals with challenges of
teaching English to engineering students from rural background. Part three deals with the proposed
corrective measures to overcome these challenges and develop communication ability, presentation skills
and right type of attitude.
Key expressions: LSRW skills, engineering, communication skills, innovative teaching, challenges and
corrective measures, presentation skills.

Introduction:

The syllabus of English language is varied as per
the various universities. Only few universities
have given the proper weightage to English
language or English language related subjects.
The researcher intends to present here
comparative study of these syllabuses to
highlight how the efforts from different aspects
of education system are required to overcome
the challenges /problems. If we take an example
of Mumbai University, Shivaji University,
Kolhapur, Solapur University and Dr.
Babasaheb Ambedkar Technological University,
Lonere for the syllabus of English
Communication or Communication Skills, we
will come to know that there is much difference
in subject weightage and assessment criteria in
spite of subject topics are same in one or other
way. In the curriculum of English language for
engineering institutes of Shivaji University,
Kolhapur, there are two subjects compulsory and
common to all branches. The subject titles are as
follow:

“English being a language of international
importance would play a vital role in higher
education. Any student can not be awarded
degree of any course if he/she does not have
proficiency in English.”
The above mentioned lines from Kothari
Education Commission Report, 2001, clearly
underlined the importance of English
communication in every field. The scenario has
not yet changed after sixteen years rather the
need of English competency became benchmark
in various fields. English communication skills
are now considered as the ‘survival skills’ or
‘life skills’ in the current competitive world of
the twenty first century. English is being taught
at the engineering colleges under the various
subject titles like Professional communication,
Communication skills, Business communication,
Business English, Soft Skills and so forth. The
basic aim of these subject courses is to enable
students to acquire some micro skills of English
language and to be an effective employee having
communication skills at the workplace. So, the
question arises that again, do these subjects
really help the students to be proficient? If not
then where is a lacuna? Is it the fault of students,
teachers, institutes or education system? Thus,
there is need of serious analyses, deep thinking
over the problems and finding corrective
measures
I.

1. Professional Communication – I
2. Professional Communication – II
There is not at all any striking issue in the
structure of syllabus. The focus is on major part
of grammar in Professional communication- I
along
with
some
topics
related
to
communication skills. The more focus on soft
skills, Business Correspondence and corporate
skills is given in Professional CommunicationII. But there is a problem in teaching and
examination scheme. There is only 25 marks
term work for these subjects for every semester
of first year and one lecture and one practical per
week, so students only complete the tasks given
by the teacher to get that term work. The

A Comparative Study of syllabus of
English Communication of various
Universities:
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students don’t remain much serious as they for
other subjects which have theory paper.

1. Communication Skills
2. Interpersonal Skills
3. Human Rights.

Solapur University and Pune University are
having similar kind of secondary place for
English communication or English language
related subjects. Many reputed institutes
affiliated to these universities do arrange extra
lectures, extra courses to improve students
communicative competence. The students do not
take these activities that much seriously as they
look everything in terms of marks. The students
from rural background want to pay more
attention but they also concentrate more on core
engineering subjects as they struggle in those
subjects as well.

The subject Communication Skills has three
lectures and one practical per week. The
students have to face 60 marks End Semester
Examination and 40 marks External Practical
examination. The other two subjects namely
Interpersonal Skills and Human rights have
theory lectures only as they are electives for
second and third year of engineering. The
subject Communication skills is collectively for
two hundred marks; one hundred for theory and
one hundred for practical.
The most of universities have included the
subjects related to English Communication but
there is not uniformity in teaching and
examination scheme. The universities in which
there is less scope or only term work for the
subject; the students take it more casually
whereas the universities in which theory
examination along with external practical and
oral examination for the subject; the students
take it more seriously like other technical
subjects, participates in each activity to get good
marks and work hard to get cleared the basic
concepts, method, grammar rules as he/she
wants to secure more and more marks in the
subject.

On the contrary, the syllabus of English
Communication of University of Mumbai and
Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar Technological
University seems more effective due to proper
teaching and examination scheme. The
Engineering colleges affiliated to Mumbai
University have two subjects related to English
communication; Communication Skills and
Business Communication and Ethics. A
communication skill is for second semester and
common to all branches. The notable thing is
End Semester examination of 40 marks and two
internal tests of 10 marks each and average
marks are considered out of 10. So, collectively
50 marks are assigned to examination and
students are required to do study and get the
marks according to his/her performance. There
is also term work of 25 marks along with 50
theory examination marks. These collective 75
marks create positive impact on students. The
subject Business Communication which is for
forth semester has also proper teaching and
examination scheme.

Though
the
subjects
like
English,
Communication skills are not only for getting
marks but only marks will enable students to do
his/her duties well in the initial part of acquiring
skills. Thus, uniform syllabus, effective teaching
scheme and proper examination scheme would
be helpful for both teacher and student as well
and particularly from rural background.
II.

Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar Technological
University has shown the importance of English
communication skills in a real sense by
designing exact curriculum and providing
superior evaluation scheme. There are three
subjects in the curriculum of this university
which directly or indirectly linked with English
communication:

Challenges in Teaching English,
Communication Skills to engineering
students from rural background :

Teaching of English in rural area of Maharashtra
and particularly at engineering colleges has
many challenges which need to be overcome
skillfully. Generally following problems occur
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while inculcating communicative English and
soft skills:

to focus on teaching of language elements with
innovative style and incompetent, untrained
teachers cannot do that effectively.

1. Undefined place of English Language
Teaching:

4. Lack of Proper Environment:

English Language teaching has not definite
place in curriculum, syllabus structure as
discussed in the first part. Many teachers are
also unaware about the status of English
language teaching art engineering colleges. Most
of times technical institutes give secondary place
to English; this affects both the teacher and the
student. The teacher does not use his whole
potential and students focus on other technical
subjects.

The Engineering institutes from rural
background
lack the proper
working
environment which is necessary to enable
students to communicate in English. Most of
times all the employees of institute use their
mother tongue to get their work done, so how
only the students can be expected to speak in
English.

2. An Impact of First Language (L1):

Every engineering institute has variety of
students especially in rural area. The students,
who completed their schooling, previous
education from English medium, do well during
English language or communication classes
whereas the students from rural background who
completed their schooling in government school
find difficulties during these classes, they lag
behind compared with other students. So it is an
essential to adjust teaching learning process by
considering this variety of learners groups; some
teacher focus only on few students who are
proficient in English and ignore remaining
students.

5. Varied Learner Groups:

There is huge impact of mother tongue on
students if rural background particularly in
Maharashtra. At the primary, secondary level
students get their everything done by using
mother tongue. This huge impact affects on
pronunciation, tone, accent of the students. The
students instead developing skill of thinking in
English; just try to translate English into Marathi
and think that they have understood well. They
forget the objectives of learning English at the
undergraduate level. So, this situation of the
engineering students from rural background
creates unavoidable hurdle in the way of
acquiring LSRW skills in English.
3. Unavailability of competent and Trained
Teachers:

6. Use of Traditional Methods of English
Language Teaching:

The teachers of English, Communication Skills
should be proficient in all respect; but such
competent and trained teachers are not available
at all the engineering colleges which are situated
in the rural area of the state. Most of the teachers
might have completed their Masters in English
literature and not taught about the English
language teaching strategies and methodologies.
So, instead trained teachers, novice cannot
attract the students. The teachers of English at
engineering institute are required to deliver more
within a short period of time. They are expected

It is found that only traditional methods are
being used by English teachers particularly at
the institutes which are situated in rural area as
they consider students poor situation of rural
background in the context of language. The
teachers use only traditional methods like
‘translation method’, ‘Bilingual method’ and so
far. The students do not get habituated of
English language if translation method is used
instead they focus more on mother tongue in the
process of acquiring second language. Even
though the use of Bilingual method proved
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fruitful to some extent but this method does not
help us to acquire fluency and proper tone of
English language.
7. Ineffective use
Software’s:

of

Language

There should be proper scope for English
Language Teaching at the engineering colleges.
Authorities are expected to take certain steps to
remove secondary place of ELT at the technical
institutes especially of rural background. It is
also teacher’s responsibility to persuade the
management by his deeds. He is also expected to
organize various activities which will attract the
students. The engineering students should also
read more books, journals in English and try to
develop their listening, speaking, reading,
writing.

lab/

All the engineering colleges have Language lab
with various companies Software’s but many
institutes, teachers do not utilize the lab
effectively. Software’s must be updated
regularly about which engineering institutes are
reluctant. It is also found that some English
teachers are unaware of techniques of using
language software’s, so they make as minimum
use of lab as possible to them. The practical
cannot be effective without effective use of
language lab/ software.

2. To
Remove
Language(L1):

of

First

To remove impact of first language, the focus
should be given on English communication
only. One week training program session of
English language can be organized to make
students aware of it. The basic knowledge of
English should be revised. The students from
rural background should be motivated by
showing videos of successful people with fluent
English but from rural areas.

8. Lack of Collective Efforts:
To develop communicative English at the
Engineering institutes of rural background,
collective efforts are required by each function
of an organization. But exactly these efforts are
not found at the institutes.

3. To
Organize
Training
Workshops for Teachers:

9. Lapses in Evaluation System:
Only the English teachers care for grammar and
language functions while accessing the papers
and even at the time of practical oral
examination. The students remain casual for
other subject’s examinations as far as proper use
of language is concerned. The instruction to the
examiners’ are given by the board or university
itself that they should not consider grammatical
and language related mistakes while assessing
the technical subjects answer books, so the
students get habituated of such mistakes instead
caring about it.
III.

Impact

Programs,

If the teachers are untrained, fresher then short
term training program, seminars, workshops
should be organized at the institute level at least
of recent trends and methodologies in ELT. The
teachers are also needed to take guidance from
senior faculty members. They must learn
techniques of effective teaching of English to
technical students.
4. To Create Proper Environment:
It is essential to create proper working and
learning environment to inculcate language
skills. The activities like ‘English day’,
‘Elocution’, ‘extempore’ competition can be
organized for teaching faculties and the students
separately. The teachers, non teaching,
supporting staff must take initiative and
participate actively.

The Proposed Corrective Measures to
Overcome Above Challenges:

The following corrective measures are to be
taken to overcome above mentioned challenges.
1. TO Give Proper Scope for English
Language Teaching:
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should organize English training programs for
all faculties as they for students, so each one will
communicate in English. In today’s world it is
all teachers’ responsibility as well to be
proficient in use of English language even
though they are not language teachers.

5. To Use Different Techniques for Varied
Learner Groups:
The problem of varied learner group is of root
level, so similar kind of solution required there.
These students should be categorized based on
proficiency level and different language modules
should be prepared and used as per need.
Secondly, the teacher should form groups which
would have one or two proficient students for
guiding remaining students of the group.

9. Transparent Evaluation System:
The practical, oral examination should be
conducted objectively. The engineering students
don’t take this oral, practical examination
seriously and the examiners also give marks to
undeserved candidates. So, instead only
depending on End semester examination, day to
performance, participation in activities should be
counted to evaluate communicative competence.
There use of language should be checked strictly
while assessing other technical subjects also.

6. To Use Innovative and Effective Methods
of English Language Teaching:
Instead using traditional or bilingual method, the
focus should be given on direct method in which
the students will spend more time in using
English language. The teacher should not use
any single word of his L1. The students from
rural background may face problem at the initial
stage but they will also practice more to
overcome this challenge. The modern teaching
aids like Language Software, PPTs, should be
used. The Quiz competition, Word Games,
Describing Event or Experience can be
organized.
7. An
Effective
Lab/Software:

Use

of

The researcher thinks that if the above
challenges taken into consideration properly and
if corrective measures will be done, the current
scenario can be changed.
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